The single high lift safety valve combines a top guided design, to provide an unobstructed seat bore, with a floating disc that aligns correctly under all working conditions.

The spring is protected from the effects of high temperature steam when discharging, and the adjustable blow down ring ensures good reseating performance.

Various material options enable the valve to be applied to steam, air, gas and liquid duty on boilers, pressure vessels, calorifiers, air compressors or pipeline installations.

Safety valves should be fitted with their main axis vertical. When fitted to pressure vessels the connecting pipe should be as short as possible and the bore at least equivalent to the nominal bore size of the valve. When fitted in pipelines, they should be located in a position where the pressure is normally steady and not in an area which will be subject to pressure pulsations. The pipework should be free from vibration.

Model 686/696 is supplied with a lock and lever top assembly & Model 683/693 is supplied with dome top assembly.

Valves are certificated prior to despatch to confirm traceable serial number and set pressure.

### Features & Benefits
- Approved to BS6759.
- Top guided design.
- Guaranteed pressure tightness.
- Spring protection.
- Adjustable blow-down ring.
- Approved by leading insurance companies.

### Pressure & Temperature

**Pressure range:**
- 686: 0.2 to 13 bar.
- 696: 0.2 to 24 bar.

**Temperature Range:**
- 686: -20°C to 220°C.
- 696: -20°C to 230°C.